
Meeting minutes 2/28 covid meeting
Shipley, lauren, katie, staci, ethan, kal, hutnick
Meeting started at 6:10

1) Captain’s meeting (4/25):
a) To be held on zoom
b) Question parking lot in advance so we have questions in advance
c) Find an old agenda and modify it
d) Everyone pick a section of material to cover

2) Games
a) Masks? Ref enforced. 2 strikes rule (warning then ejection/IFU)(add it to the

game notes and consider further action if needed). Buy some disposable masks
to have on hand. Sell KVKL masks.

b) What else do we need to reinforce? Huddles, high fives, crowd size? Hard to
enforce so let’s focus on spreading the game locations out

c) Should we change the game times?
d) Game of the week yes/no. Mostly leaning toward no gotw, but could reassess

later
e) What would a live stream gotw look like? Concerns about having it at 9 because

people might try to attend
f) Voted on having no gotw, recording a 5 or 7 oclock game, and airing it at 9 (5 yea

2 nay)
g) Continued discussion on the option of airing a live game at 9 as opposed to pre

recorded. Bottom line is we feel like we can’t police it/don’t want to
h) Decided that we will try to live stream a 9 oclock game of the week but don’t

want to do it at Hobbs
3) Cans for the community

a) Can the cans people come to us?
b) Katie will message Linda and ask if they can pick up cans from multiple locations

4) On field protocols
a) Don’t worry about sanitizing ball
b) Masks required at all times, no exceptions for field of play
c) Encourage people to spread out (try to social distance in the dugout)
d) No huddles, no high fives
e) Ask people to leave by a certain and not arrive too soon

5) Close contact requirement
a) If you’ve been in close contact
b) Maybe looser with eligibility. Team needs to make an appeal for anyone who had

to sit a game due to quarantine
6) Covid cancellations

a) Board is in charge of rescheduling
b) Teams have the option of working together to find another time

7) Discussed spreading the tournament out
a) 4 weeks? Saturday and sunday?



b) Using grass fields
8) After party is a no
9) Ben and Ethan will talk about podcast stuff
10)Who is 2021 commissioner? Staci will take it still
11) Staci will draft up captains email


